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Section 1.0   
Purpose and Need for the Pond Protocol 

 
Stormwater pond design has continuously evolved over the last four decades in the Bay 
watershed, so most communities now manage a pond inventory that varies widely with 
respect to pond age, water quality volume, drainage area, design criteria, maintenance 
condition, sediment accumulation and vegetative growth. 
 
In recent years, MS4 stormwater permits have included new requirements for 
communities to inspect, maintain and verify the performance of their existing 
stormwater infrastructure, and improve its collective capability to remove sediment and 
nutrients from stormwater runoff. The new permit requirements are on top of 
traditional community concerns about dam safety, legal liability and nuisance problems 
associated with stormwater ponds.  
 
Stormwater ponds comprise a majority of the area treated by the local stormwater BMP 
inventory, and managing these legacy stormwater ponds can be a challenging and costly 
effort for many local governments. The goals of the pond protocol are to: 
 
• Rapidly inspect stormwater ponds using rapid visual indicators to assess dam safety 

and water quality functions in both wet and dry ponds. 
 
• Establish numeric criteria that trigger critical pond repairs or retrofits.  
 
• Outline the range of pond management choices to restore, maintain or enhance 

water quality functions.  
 
• Create a system to make cost-effective decisions to manage the local inventory of 

legacy stormwater ponds to maintain dam safety and optimize pollutant removal. 
 
The pond protocol emphasizes simple visual indicators to rapidly assess dam safety and 
water quality functions and determine if critical repairs are needed to maintain them. 
Like the visual indicators developed for bioretention and other LID practices (CSN, 
2013), these indicators are used to make an initial "pass-fail" determination for the 
pond.  
 
Based on the pond type and inspection results, each pond is assigned to one of four  
performance categories, based on expected nutrient removal rates. Ponds that fail 
during a rapid inspection are then flagged for a subsequent engineering inspection to 
determine how to restore or enhance lost pond function(s). The memo also reviews the 
various pond retrofit and repair options available to improve pond performance.  
 
The protocol is a useful tool to help MS4s optimize how their pond inventory is 
managed to meet MS4 permit, TMDL and dam safety requirements. It also establishes 
quantitative benchmarks to enforce maintenance efforts at privately-owned ponds. 
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Section 2.0  
Defining Legacy Stormwater Ponds and Pond Design Variations 

 
Regulators have adopted many names to describe stormwater ponds over the years that 
seem to differ in every state and most locales. For this reason, we have defined some 
general terminology for stormwater ponds, as follows:  
 

Legacy Stormwater Ponds: Consist of the all the publicly and privately- owned 
stormwater ponds that a community has approved in the past and must track 
under their MS4 stormwater permit, and state stormwater management 
regulations. 
 
Stormwater Quantity vs. Quality: Ponds may provide one or both stormwater 
functions.  
 
Stormwater quality involves extended detention or retention of stormwater 
runoff to provide pollutant removal. The volume of runoff provided for this 
purpose is known as the water quality volume (WQv). Note: some recent ponds 
may incorporate sand filters or bioretention into the pond design. 
 
Stormwater quantity control involves temporary detention of large design storm 
events to reduce downstream flooding. Common storm events used for flood 
control include the 1, 2, 10 and 100-year storm events.  

 
Tables 1 and 2 provide more detailed descriptions for the many different pond variants. 

 
Table 1:  A Field Guide to Stormwater Ponds 

Pond Type Simplified Description 
Dry Pond 
Detention 

Pond designed solely for flood control purposes, and remains 
dry except during design storm events. Provides no pollutant 
removal.   

Dry ED Pond 
Extended Detention 

Designed for both water quality and flood control functions. 
Remains dry most of the time, but provides 24 to 48 hours of 
extended detention (ED) of runoff after storms.  Minimal 
water quality is typically achieved with ED ponds.  

Wet Pond 
Retention 

Designed for both water quality and flood control functions. 
The pond has a permanent pool of water (4 to 8 feet deep) 
that provides pollutant removal. Runoff from design storms is 
"stacked" above the pool, to provide flood control.   

Wet ED Pond A hybrid pond where the water quality volume (WQv) is split 
between a permanent pool and temporary extended detention 
pond. Flood control storage is stacked above the WQv 

Constructed Wetland 
Shallow Marsh or 
Stormwater Wetlands 

Shallow ponds designed to promote wetland plant growth 
that are generally less than a foot deep (although multi-stage 
facilities with shallow benches and deeper pools can be 
found). Temporary flood control storage is often stacked 
above the normal pool. 
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Table 2: More Pond Nomenclature 
Failed BMPs Refers to facilities that have reverted to pond-like conditions 

due to failure of the original practice. Examples include failed 
infiltration basins and abandoned ESC sediment basins. 

Non-Stormwater Ponds Farm ponds, PL-566 reservoirs, water supply or hydropower 
reservoirs 

Regulated Embankment 
Ponds 

Stormwater ponds where the impoundment is made by 
constructing a dam or embankment.  These ponds are 
regulated by the state, depending on the depth of impounded 
water, embankment height and other factors. The most 
regulated category are significant or high hazard 
embankments that could potentially impact downstream 
property or people in the event of a breach. These ponds are 
typically designed to convey very large storm events (50% or 
100% Probable Maximum Frequency [PMF]) and have 
Emergency Action Plans (EAP) in place. 

Check with your state’s current and historical stormwater design manuals to determine 
how to properly classify your legacy stormwater ponds. You may also want to consult the 
retrofit and new state stormwater performance standards expert panel reports.  
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Section 3.0  
Visual Indicators to Rapidly Inspect Pond Functions  

and Maintenance Condition 
 
Two sets of visual indicators are needed to assess the condition of stormwater ponds, as 
shown in Table 3, which include:  
 

 Dam safety flags that are intended to evaluate physical pond attributes that could 
impact the pond’s ability to safely convey the entire range of storm events for 
which it was designed without breaching or failing.  

 

 Water quality flags that assess whether the pond is maintaining its intended 
pollutant removal functions. 

 
Table 3  

Key Flags to Inspect to Assess Stormwater Pond Functions 1 
DAM SAFETY FLAGS WATER QUALITY FLAGS 

Embankment Integrity Threatened Loss of WQv Storage Capacity 
Barrel/Risers No Longer Water-Tight Short Circuiting or Inadequate Hydraulic 

Retention Time 
Inadequate Emergency Spillway 
Capacity 

High Pool or Ponding Elevations 

Obstructed Low Flow Pipes/Drain Low Pool Ponding Elevations 2 
 Presence of Geologic Sinkholes 

Vegetative Conversion 3   
Domination by Invasive Species 4 
Pond Failure 5 
Hypertrophic Pond Conditions 

Upstream or Pilot Channel Erosion 6 

Downstream Channel Erosion 6 

Notes 
1 These apply to both wet and dry ponds as well as stormwater wetlands  
2 Pond water infiltrates through pond bottom, sinkholes, embankment or outfall structure  
3 Major change in vegetative condition from what was originally intended (e.g., turf to forest)  
4 By aquatic macrophytes, upland invasive vegetation or geese  
5 Pond has breached and no longer functions as designed 
6 Channel erosion is severe enough to diminish pond capacity, threaten embankment integrity or is 
delivering excess sediment loads to downstream waters 
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3.1  Dam Safety Indicators  
 
Four key zones are assessed near the embankment to ensure the integrity of the pond to 
store runoff and safely pass storms (CWP, 2004). Inspectors look for specific problems 
within each zone (Table 4). The visual indicators are either pass/fail. "Failure" simply 
means flagging the pond for a subsequent engineering inspection to determine whether 
repairs are needed, and if so, how soon should they be undertaken. The indicators in 
Table 4 apply to low hazard stormwater ponds that possess traditional riser/barrel 
outfall structures. 
 

Table 4 DAM SAFETY Visual Indicators    
DAM SAFETY 
ZONE 

Visual Indicators  Risk Trigger 2 and REPAIR 

Embankment 
Integrity 
 

 Woody growth on fill 
embankment 

 Groundhog or muskrat burrows 
 Pool vortexing 1 

 Seepage or soft areas along 
upstream or downstream toe 

 Evidence of overtopping 

Potential of causing or 
contributing to future 
embankment failure. 
EMBANKMENT 
REPAIRS  

Barrel/Riser 
Condition 

 Visible cracks in riser 

 Barrel corrosion  

 Joint deflection 

 Pipe misalignment 

 Seepage around barrel1 

 Sinkholes or depressed areas near 
riser 

 Outfall pipe damage or 
embankment scour 

Barrels are the leading cause 
of embankment failures and 
must be watertight.  
PREVENTATIVE 
REMEDIATION  

Emergency 
Spillway 
Capacity 

 Erosion or sloughing 

 Significant scour 1 

 Blockages 

 Vegetative growth 
 

Spillway no longer has 
enough capacity to safely 
handle its design storm 
event and may cause 
embankment overtopping 
RESTORE SPILLWAY 

Low Flow 
Outflow/Drain 

 Obstructed trash racks or low flow 

 Ponding above normal pool 

 Wetland growth near outlet 

 
RESTORE PIPE CAPACITY 

1 These conditions may indicate an imminent failure and in most cases, should be handled as emergencies. 
2 More specific numeric triggers for dam safety can be found in Appendix B of this report 
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3.2  Water Quality Function Indicators 
 
The visual indicators shown in Table 5 are used to assess the current water quality 
function of the stormwater pond.  
 

Table 5 Visual Indicators for Pond Water Quality Function 

Problem  Visual Indicator (s)  Numeric Trigger and REPAIR  
Loss of Pool or 
WQv Storage 
Capacity 

 Visible sediment or debris deposits 
observed near dry pond inlets, outlet, 
or flow path, or wet pond forebay, 
benches or main pool  

Estimated loss of more than a third of 
original water quality volume: 
SEDIMENT CLEANOUT 

Short Circuiting 
or Inadequate 
Hydraulic 
Retention Time 

 Runoff is not fully treated by the 
pond during storm events 

 Bypass observed 

Effective flow path from major inlet to 
outlet is > 0.5 length to width: 
RETROFIT 

High Pool 
Elevation 
 

 Low flow pipes are clogged by 
sediment, trash and bags 

 Riser staining 

 Beaver activity 

Pool elevations are more than  
6" above the normal pool elevation 
three days after a storm event RELIEVE 
PIPE CLOGGING  

Low Pool 
Elevation or  
Short Detention 
Time 

 Exposed bottom sediments  

 Absence of any sediment deposition  

 "Structural Sinkholes" 

Pool elevations are more than 6" below 
the normal pool elevation for extended 
periods 
POND REPAIRS 

Presence of 
Geologic  
Sinkholes 

 Evidence of seepage into bottom or 
dam via sinkholes 

Stormwater exits the pond through soil 
or voids (and not the design outlet)  
SINKHOLE REPAIR 

Vegetative 
Conversion    

 Woody growth 

 Emergent wetlands 

 Forested wetlands 

More than half of the pond surface area 
no longer meets original landscaping 
objective 
BUSH-HOGGING OR ALLOW SELF 
CONVERSION 

Domination by 
Invasive Species  

 Evidence of phragmites, purple 
loosestrife or other invasive plant 
species 

 Large resident geese population 

Invasive plants cover more than 50% of 
pond area:   
More than twenty geese per surface 
pond acre:  
POND INTERVENTION  

Pond Failure   Breached embankment or failure to 
retain/detain runoff 

Fails Dam Safety Assessment 
DAM SAFETY REMEDIATION 

Hypertrophic 
Conditions 

 Harmful algal blooms   

 Domination by invasive aquatic 
macrophytes 

Permanent pool appears stagnant, 
smells putrid, or has visible invasive 
vegetation or algae in at least 50% of 
pond 
AQUATIC PLANT MGMT   

Upstream or 
Downstream  
Channel 
Erosion 

 Eroding inlet or pilot channel  

 Downstream channel erosion 
(especially for larger in-stream and 
regional ponds) 

Eroding sediment load are reducing 
pond capacity or upstream nick points 
are compromising barrel or 
embankment.  
DRY RCS or BANK and/or OUTFALL 
STABILIZATION    
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The indicators are accompanied by numeric triggers that indicate when water quality 
treatment function has been seriously diminished and is rated as a failure. In some 
cases, the problems are rooted in the original design or construction of the pond, 
whereas in others it was caused by a lack of maintenance over time. Ponds that fail 
should be evaluated using the pond management protocol described in Section 4.2.   
 
3.3  The Field Inspection Protocol 
  
Initial Desktop Evaluation 
 
Some desktop assessment is usually needed prior to field inspections to get useful pond 
data and to help plan for and inform the field work. This may involve searching files or 
databases to determine:  
 

 Pond ownership 

 Right of entry documentation 

 Basic pond data (Drainage area, impervious cover, water quality volume, design 
storms)  

 Engineering plans or as-builts  

 Maintenance agreements and easements* 
 Past inspection reports 

          *Optional 
 
If most of these data are lacking, the pond should probably be dropped from the legacy 
BMP inventory. 
 
Field Inspection  
 
A flow chart showing the basic pond inspection protocol is provided in Figure 1. It is 
used to identify "red flags" that a pond has lost (or is losing) major dam safety or water 
quality functions, and identify any critical maintenance repairs. Inspections start at the 
outlet, and work back upstream through the pond to its inlet(s) looking at visual 
indicators that define water quality and dam safety functions. More guidance on pond 
visual indicators can be found in a companion PowerPoint presentation.    
 
The inspection protocol is not intended to be a full-blown engineering inspection to 
certify dam safety or as-built conditions, nor is it a detailed pond maintenance checklist 
to look at routine issues such as mowing. 
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Figure 1. Pond Inspection Decision Flow Chart 
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Depending on the size of the pond, the typical inspection will take 30 to 60 minutes, 
although it can be longer if it is hard to access portions of the pond (e.g., fences, rusted 
locks, overgrown vegetation). Table 6 provides some useful equipment to bring into the 
field for pond inspections.  
 

Table 6 Field Equipment for Pond Inspections 
 

 White board and dry eraser 
markers 

 Manhole pick 

 Digital Camera  

 Dip-sticks (sediment) 

 Tablet/smart phone with app 

 Shovel, rake or hand tools 

 Measuring tape, yard stick 

 

 Spray paint 

 Bolt cutters 

 Plant ID sheet 

 Authorization letter 

 As-builts/site plans 

 Safety vest 

 Bug spray/first aid kit 

 Flashlight 
 

Safety policies for the inspecting personnel’s organization should be followed at all times.  This may 
include the need to have more than one inspector present at all times or to have a defined call-in 
protocol for solo inspectors. 
 
In the event that a barrel, riser, or similar structure will be inspected, personnel should be OSHA 
certified for Confined Space Entry. Defined as any space not intended for human occupancy, confined 
spaces have the potential to be extremely dangerous and life threatening. Accordingly, in addition to 
training and certification, appropriate equipment for confined space entry is required, including: 
 

 Tripod and harness system if entries will exceed 4 vertical feet 

 Air monitoring equipment for any entry 

 Communication devices and/or systems for any entry 

 
Section 4.0 The Pond Management Protocol  

 
4.1  Assign Pond to a Performance Category  
 
Table 7 presents four performance categories which are used to define the expected 
pond nutrient removal rate, given the pond type and inspection results.  
 

Table 7 Four Pond Pollutant Removal Performance Levels 
 Based on Pond Type and Field Inspections  

 
Code 

 
Performance Level 

Nutrient Removal (%)  
TP TN 

NP Non-Performing Ponds 0 0 

UP Under-Performing Ponds 20 10 

P Performing Ponds 55 35 
OP Over-Performing Ponds 56 to ~70 1 36 to ~50 1 

1 variable rate depending on the nature of the pond retrofit enhancement 
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Tables 8 to 11 outline the characteristics of non-performing, under-performing, 
performing and over-performing ponds.  
 

Table 8 Defining Factors for Non-Performing Ponds 

Code Pond Types  

  NP   Any Pond with a DS FAIL1  

 Dry Pond 

 Dry ED Pond w/ one WQ FAIL1  

 Wet Pond w/ two WQ FAIL1  

DS:    Dam Safety  WQ:  Water Quality   ED:   Extended Detention  
1 Based on Field Inspections Using the WQ and DS Visual Indicators  

 

Table 9 Defining Factors for Under-Performing Ponds 

Code Pond Types  

  UP   Dry ED Pond 

 Wet Pond w/ one WQ FAIL 

 Self Converted Dry Pond 

WQ: Water Quality          ED: Extended Detention  

 

Table 10 Defining Factors for Performing Ponds 

Code Pond Types  

  P   Wet Pond PASS 

 Wet ED Pond PASS 

 Dry Pond Conversion to ST Retrofit (wet or filter) 

ED: Extended Detention       ST: Stormwater Treatment 

 

Table 11 Defining Factors for Over-Performing Ponds 

Code Pond Types  

OP  Dry Pond Conversion to RR Retrofit 

 Enhanced Wet Pond Retrofit  
o Floating Treatment Wetland 
o Smart ED Above Pool  
o Others as Approved  

ED: Extended Detention     RR: Runoff Reduction 
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CSN based the pond performance categories on various expert panel reports (SR EPR, 
2013, FTW (2016), retrofit adjustor curves, and best professional judgment. The 
resulting protocol can be used to manage the entire pond inventory and make better and 
more cost effective pond management decisions that yield the greatest public safety 
benefits and net pollutant reduction credits.     
 
4.2 Evaluate Techniques to Restore or Enhance Pond Performance 
 
After the pond is assigned to a performance category, the next step is to determine 
whether its performance can be restored or improved by pond retrofits or repairs. In 
general, the best techniques depend on whether the existing pond is dry (Table 12) or 
wet (Table 13).  
 
The Tables also show the expected degree of improvement from each technique. In most 
cases, the actual increment of nutrient removal achieved by the retrofit or repair needs 
to be calculated using the appropriate expert panel report.  
 

Table 12  
Techniques to Restore or Increase Dry Pond Performance 

Technique  Applies to:  

Dam Safety Remediation 1 NP to P  

Dry Pond Conversion to ST 2 UP or NP to P  

Dry Pond Conversion to RR 2 UP pr NP to OP  

"Smart" Dry Pond Retrofit  2 UP to P  

Pond Repairs to get to PASS 3  UP or NP to P  

Upstream or Downstream Channel Protection  UP to P  

Allow Self-Conversion 4  NP to UP  

Aquatic Habitat Practices 4 UP to P 
1 see Table 14 for a list of dam safety remedies 
2 see stormwater retrofit expert panel (SR RPR, 2013) 
3 see Table 15 for a list of common repairs to improve water quality performance   
4 no additional pollutant removal credit offered at this time, but see KCI, 2015  

 
One important but poorly understood technique to improve pond performance involves 
various methods to improve dry or wet pond habitat (Table 14).  These involves 
biological or chemical controls to restore pond water quality functions that are 
diminished due to geese, harmful algal blooms, aquatic macrophytes or other invasive 
plant species. At this time, there is no clear guidance on how much improvement in 
performance can be achieved by these biological and chemical controls. CSN hopes to 
establish a working group or possibly an expert panel to evaluate the science of pond 
management in the coming year. 
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Table 13 Techniques to Restore or Increase  
Wet Pond Performance 

Technique  Applies to:  

Dam Safety Remediation 1 NP to P  

Major Sediment Cleanout 2  UP or NP to P  

Retrofit: Increase WQv 2 UP to P or OP  

Floating Treatment Wetland 3 P to OP  

Retrofit to Increase Residence Time 2 NP to P  

Upstream/ Downstream Channel Protection  UP to P  

Aquatic Habitat Practices 4 UP to P  

Pond Repairs to go to PASS 5 UP or NP to P  

1 see Table 14 for a list of dam safety remedies 
2 see stormwater retrofit expert panel (SR RPR, 2013) 
3 see expert panel report (FTW, 2016) 
4 options for aquatic management in the pond are detailed in Table 16  
5  see Table 15 for a list of common repairs to improve water quality performance   

 
 

Table 14: Habitat Management to Improve Pond Performance 1 

Control of Resident Canadian Geese  

Removal of Groundhogs or Muskrats 

Harvesting of Invasive Macrophytes from Pool (or Pool Drawdown) 

Removal of Invasive Plants from Dry Pond 

Find and Eliminate Dry Weather Nutrient Discharges 

Alum or Copper Sulfate Treatment for Algal Control  

Wetland Plantings to Discourage Algal Growth  (FTW or enhanced aquatic bench) 

Re-aeration or Improved Pool Circulation 

Notes: these actions are not yet creditable for nutrient reductions in the 
Chesapeake Bay model. Please consult a pond or lake management 
consultant before taking any pond management actions. Consult Lazur et al 
(2009) for more information on pond management  

 
The ultimate technique chosen to improve performance for any individual pond is 
fundamentally determined by how much it will cost in terms of dollars per pound 
removed (unless public safety is threatened by a dam breach). Therefore, it is helpful to 
work with an engineer or cost estimator to calculate expected costs and pollutant 
reduction for entire pond inventory, in order to determine the best management 
strategy for each pond in relation to the rest of the ponds that are being managed at the 
same time.   
 
Tables 15 outlines the range of remedies that can be used to restore dam safety function, 
whereas Table 16 describes common repairs to restore water quality function.  
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Table 15: Common Dam Safety Remedies 1 

Relieve Pond Clogging @ Low Flow or ED Orifices 

Stabilize Erosion at Outfall/Downstream Channel  

Remove Trees from Embankment or Near Riser 

Replace or Remediate Failing Riser  

Replace or Slip-line Failing Barrel 

Remove Sediment Deposition at Barrel 

Investigate/Repair Geologic or Structural Sinkholes Near Barrel/Riser   

Maintain Embankment Integrity 

Restore Emergency Spillway Capacity 

1 See Appendix B for recommended numeric triggers     

 
 

Table 16: Pond Repairs to Restore Water Quality Functions 

Cleanout Sediments from Forebay, Main Pool, Outlet or Pilot Channel  

Relieve Pond Clogging @ Low Flow or ED Orifices 

Repair Erosion at Inlet Pipes or Pilot Channels 

Bush-hogging Overgrown Vegetation 

Re-vegetate Side Slopes and Pond Buffers 

Repair Geologic Sinkholes 

Dry Channel Regenerative Conveyance  

Inlet Channel Stabilization 

Outfall Stabilization 

 
4.3  Consider Other Pond Management Choices 
 
Not all ponds are candidates for retrofit or repair and many pass their functional 
inspection with flying colors. There are a number of management choices that can be 
made for this class of ponds.  

 
Accept Pond. This occurs when the functional inspection indicates that the 
pond continues to perform its dam safety and water quality functions, and no 
further action is needed until the next required inspection.   
 
Monitor: Inspection reveals some potential functional problems which are not 
severe enough to warrant a failing grade, but need to be monitored closely in the 
future. The ponds may need to be more frequently inspected or require a more 
intensive engineering investigations.   
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Nuisance Makeover: While these ponds are still functional, they may need 
extensive cosmetic maintenance to fix chronic nuisance or aesthetic problems 
that make are a  community or neighborhood concern. 
 
Allow Pond “Self Conversion”: Many dry ED ponds gradually acquire 
wetland or scrub shrub forest characteristics over time, due to sediment 
deposition. standing water and plant growth. This process is known as "self-
conversion" (KCI, 2015). Communities have two basic management choices when 
it comes to this class of pond. The first option is to require that the pond be 
returned to its original landscaping objective (usually turf). While this may 
improve the appearance of the pond to some, it will not improve the pond's 
pollutant removal function.  
 
The second option is to accept the process of self-conversion, but to modify 
maintenance ongoing practices.  The pond embankment should still be mowed to 
prevent tree growth, as well as a maintenance access corridor. Vegetative growth 
is allowed in the rest of the pond, but it may need to be more frequently inspected 
to ensure that water quality or dam safety functions are not diminished. This 
class of ponds can be expected to experience an increased frequency of failing 
inspections due to problems with clogged low flow pipes, loss of water quality 
volume and severe debris/sediment deposits at the  outlet.   

 
Other ponds lose their dam safety and/or water functions, but cannot be cost-effectively 
retrofit or repaired for any number of reasons. In these cases, the basic pond 
management choice is to:   

 
Abandon the Pond: If the pond has lost its water quality function, then it is a 
simple matter to notify the state reporting agency that the pond can no longer earn a 
nutrient removal credit. Depending on the site and downstream conditions, the pond 
may need to be deactivated or breached. The situation is more problematic when it 
comes to the loss of dam safety function, and the final decision is made by the 
appropriate dam safety authority. Some small, low hazard ponds can be safely 
abandoned when their drainage area is small and the downstream 100 year 
floodplain is adequately protected.    
 

Section 5.0 Adapting the Pond Protocol for Your Community 
 
Communities should carefully consider how they want to adapt the pond protocol, given 
differences in engineering standards, ownership, public expectations, maintenance 
budgets and regulatory requirements around the Bay watershed. Some of the key factors 
to consider for adaptation include:  
 

 How much nutrient removal credit does the community expect to get from 
upgrading its inventory of legacy stormwater ponds (or for that matter, how 
much pond nutrient reduction it can afford to lose). For many communities in 
the Chesapeake Bay, this desktop and field exercise will be a major component of 
their local nutrient reduction efforts.   
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 Historical pond sizing criteria employed in the community. Most communities 
have been managing stormwater for many decades, and often the sizing 
requirements for wet and dry ED ponds have changed over the years. This 
guidance was developed assuming pond sizing requirements of one inch per 
impervious acre, which was quite common at the turn of the century. 

 

 The ownership of stormwater ponds (private versus public) as well as the  
financial capability of owners, such as homeowner associations, to make major 
repairs or retrofits. 

 

 Annual operating and capital budgets available to manage the local inventory of 
legacy stormwater ponds. 

 
 Community preferences in terms of aesthetics, habitat and landscaping, 

especially the tolerance for "self-conversion" and vegetative succession. 
 

 Community tolerance for pond nuisance problems such as geese and mosquitoes. 
 

 Community precedents for legal liability for stormwater ponds (dam safety, 
fencing, mosquitoes, and drowning). 

 

 Whether the community has the legal authority (and political will) to enforce the 
maintenance agreements it has previously accepted. 
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Appendix B: Key Numeric Triggers for Dam Safety  
DAM SAFETY FLAG  DESCRIPTION Numeric Trigger 
Preventative Remediation of 
Riser/Barrel 

Visual evidence of 
corrosion or joint issues 
that do not yet impact 
water tightness  
 

Metal components are 
observed to have areas of 
active corrosion over 50% 
of a subject area.  Concrete 
materials have cracks at 
least ¼” wide. 

Sediment Deposition at Barrel 
Outfall 

Sediment or debris in 
outfall causes standing 
water to extend into the 
barrel 
 

Standing backwater in 
barrel from outfall 
sediment extends into the 
barrel for at least 25% of 
the barrel length   

Stabilize Erosion at Outfall Riprap or other erosion 
control protection (i.e., 
gabions or concrete) is 
displaced or otherwise 
failing  

At least 25% of the erosion 
protection is displaced or 
failed and appears to be 
active, or new gullies are 
bypassing the protection 
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Manage Overgrown Vegetation 
On Spillway 

Turf grass is not being 
maintained which can 
lead to the establishment 
of woody vegetation on 
the embankment 

Turf grass on embankment 
is observed to have gone to 
seed, saplings are 
observed, or the height of 
vegetation is at least 24” 

 


